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Much effort in the last few years has been expended in attempting to
optimize the difficult numerical problem of calculating elastic and inelastic
multigroup scattering matrices from basic ENDF/B data. Weisbin et. al.O)
recently reviewed a wide range of options and presented a unique solution,
Greene(2) has obtained increased efficiency by referring all integrals to
LAB coordinates and optimizing the numerical integrations. This paper will
present an alternative based on an algorithm which minimizes the amount of
data manipulation and approximations required. The new algorithm has been
incorporated into the ETOP codew) which generates elastic and inelastic
scattering matrices for the 68group Phrog II fast spectrum code.(4)

The algorithm is based on the avoidance of making time consuming
transformations between CM and LAB coordinates for the differential cross
section and the additional requirement with the ET0G(5) algorithm to manufacture
Legendre expansion coefficients if tabular distributions are given.

The Ath moment of the multigroup scattering matrix a£ . . for reaction
type r cross section C,,UQ) is given by9 ' J

E i + 1

where 4 £ ( E Q ) is the incident weighting flux and P^CVQ) is the fcth Legendre
polynomial for the LAB cosine of the scattering angle. P(E0,e)de is the

normalized differential scattering probability through an angle whose
cosine is p.

One p line integral results for each energy E Q in group i, +1.0 >_ B >_-1.0.
The j matrix element of Equation (1) receives contributions from all 8 mesh
points in group j. The efficiency of the new algorithm results from the fact
that the g integral may be performed in either CM or LAB coordinates depending
on the ENDF/B angular data representation, i.e., • ' ( E Q ^ C M ^ C M =

P(E0,yLAB)dpLAB. Therefore, no angular data transformations are required.

Only the integration limits for the e integral in group j and po depend on
coordinates. The domains of integration are automatically mapped as the
limits of the e integral change for each incident energy E«.



The algorithm consists of the following steps:

1. Generate P(Eo,3) in the coordinate system ENDF/B data is presented in
on a uniform 3 mesh.

2. Determine the absolute upper and lower energy bounds relative to 3.
Er
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Q = 0 for elastic scattering.

Obtain group cuts on the 3 line for exit group j, jMAX >_ j >_ jMIN,
depending on coordinate system.
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4. Equation (1) receives contributions from all &. points between group j cuts.

5. Repeat steps 1-4 for all E Q points in outer integral.

Steps 1-5 outline the Direct Angular Overlay Algorithm. It has been
applied to all Version 4 ENDF/B data generated for Phrog II through P3 elastic



and Pi inelastic matrices. The ETOG algorithm has been retained in ETOP for
the resonance range and anisotropic elastic scattering comparisons. CPU time
is roughly a factor of 4 faster than the ETOG algorithm in the most favorable
cases for ETOG, i.e., Legendre data in the CM system.

CPU time for the new algorithm is independent of the coordinate system.
100 points each for trapezoidal integration on the e and En meshes has been
sufficient to obtain excellent accuracy in all cases except near the threshold
of inelastic level data. The mesh has been optimized in special cases for
elastic scattering. Isotropic scattering in either coordinate system has
lead easily to further economies.
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